Indoor Insect Control Kit:
Used for fleas, ticks, roaches, ants, silverfish, Scorpions.
NOTE: For Bed Bugs or other insect infestations we highly recommend UV Non-Thermal Fogger
(We recommend you remove all exotic birds when spraying solution)
(DO NOT SPRAY INTO STOVES OR FURNACE WITH PILOT LIGHTS ON…THIS IS AN ESSENTIAL OIL AND DIRECT
CONTACT WITH FLAMES WILL RESULTS IN FIRE)
Dr. Ben’s Evictor in-door treatment:
To begin an indoor treatment we recommend you start by going around the entire baseboard area first and applying
a direct stream of solution between the floor & wall molding using a direct stream of solution through a hand held
sprayer or backpack sprayer. Next, you would turn the knob at the end of the misting shaft to a fine mist. You are
now ready to proceed into other areas of the structure such as living room and kitchen areas remembering to spray
underneath and behind all objects including sofa’s, chair’s, stoves, dishwashers, refrigerators spray under and around
cabinets. It will not stain or attract dirt. Remember, you want to treat all areas as this product is considered a
CONTACT KILLER and must either touch the insect or be inhaled by the pest to incur death. The odor of Dr. Ben’s
Evictor is not offensive but somewhat overwhelming for an hour or two when total home treatments are conducted.
Given a short amount of time, the atmosphere will evolve into a refreshing clear cedar closet aroma.
Note: If you are spraying for fleas you must spray entire floor area as well. On wood and tile flooring it will be
slippery and have a film on it, you or your customer will be able to mop after 48 hours while the solution is working
on the eggs. Also treat bedding area of pets and if pets are allowed to get on furniture it also needs to be treated
starting on the bottom (underneath) couches, cushions, chairs and under other furniture.
Wait several days after treatment before cleaning or vacuuming the floor areas. This will give the solution an
opportunity to erode and dehydrate the insect egg and larvae in the treated area. Recommended application is 1
gallon per 1200 square foot of horizontal treatment area. The aroma of the cedar oil will impair the mental capacities
of any "New Hatch" that survives the treatment, and, subsequent death will incur usually within 72 hours or less. It is
imperative that the total structure be treated to insure there is no re-occurrence of the pest. Parasites such as Fleas
will often move from one area to another, such as from basements to other levels. Walking the treated area after
treatment wearing white socks will usually expose any areas harboring fleas, as the flea will be attracted to white.

Areas where this occurs should be re-treated immediately to eliminate the egg layer cycle and eliminate the next
generation of flea.
To ensure that you have an insect free room or home continue to use the Dr. Ben’s Evictor indoors once a month as
maintenance or as often as needed. Apply along baseboards, corners and underneath sink areas.

SHOP NOW

